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Monster Hunter Illustrations is back with a new, mammoth-sized, 400-page artwork collection!

Monster Hunter Illustrations 2 covers all the third generation Monster Hunter games including

Monster Hunter Tri and Monster Hunter Portable 3rd. Featured are creature designs, character

designs,armor, weapons, tons of rough sketches, and more!
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I pre-ordered this book on Dec 2013, It was worth the wait. The book is thick, heavy and simply

awesome. As an artist/graphic designer, this book contains images that inspire and even help in the

process of creating a monster. It also has intricate art on character, armor designs and weapon

designs. For a fan, this IS the book any hunter must have. I was actually expecting it in Japanese,

but its in English making it more interesting to read, since the artists of the game speak about how

they had to design the monsters and weapons. It also contains a black and white section (my

favorite part of the book) with preliminary sketches and even designs that never made it into the

game.Definitely a must have for any collector, artist and Monster Hunter fan!!

400 pages of gorgeous, high-quality artwork and solid design.The only problems i have with the

book would be the layout, as the designs aren't laid out in a logical order or progression (e.g - early

designs to finalized designs for each design), they're merely put into groups and not in any

particular order. Also, they neglect to label the designs and instead waste many pages on a



numbered glossary to reference what designs are.In all other aspects though, the book is brilliant.

Near perfect.A must-buy for anyone who appreciates good design.

Okay. So I ordered this book to add to my reference library and honestly I LOVE IT !!! Lots of

Illustrations from monsters to Armor and settings. The only thing that I wish was longer in this book

are the monster illustrations, they compensated with the weapons and armor sections but I love it

greatly! I recommend this for anyone who loves the video game series and wants to see the

process behind this series!

beautiful artwork just wish it had more of the initial design sketches since i was looking to copy them

and learn how to draw these creatures myself

Just got the book and I'm really amazed by the thoughts that were put into the designs. Love how it

goes in depth with the anatomy of some of the monsters and equipment. My only gripe is that when

I went through the monster concepts, I noticed that there's a lot of focus on the Zinogre and Deviljho

and the other designs seem kind of overshadowed by them. Overall, it's worth the buy.

I can't even process how much concept art is in this. So many armors and weapons, I just want all

of them. Everything's going to be on the endangered species list now. Some of the weapons should

have made it to the game.Small downside, the latter portion non-glossed sketch concepts pages are

kind of hard to make out the weapons/armor.

This book, together with the first one, is a treasure trove of amazing art from the Monster Hunter

world! It really amazes me to see the process and revisions of the creatures and designs :D

Worth every penny. The concept art and sketches are simply magnificent and a beauty to behold.

Seeing the evolution of various things within the game is a such a joy and it is certainly not a bad

place to pick up ideas on enhancing your own work thanks to notes on what they were striving to

achieve.
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